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TAX LAW 

SUBJECTS, OFFERINGS, FACULTY MEMBERS & CURRICULUM MAPPING 

 

 The following section is intended to serve as a helpful guide to the instructional 

offerings that are currently at the College of Law. Instructional offerings are sorted 

below into categories that represent the primary focus of those offerings, or a significant 

focus of the substance area covered. Some offerings may be listed in more than one 

category to assist students in fully understanding their content. 

 

 The following instructional offerings are currently approved at the NSU Shepard Broad 

College of Law. They are grouped into general subject matter areas and identify faculty members 

who teach in that area and who may be a good resource for discussing both these offerings further 

and the practice of law in these areas. Offerings in each area are grouped into three categories: 

 

1. Core Offerings: basic offerings in the field that are intended to broadly prepare students for this 

area of law. They are not necessarily prerequisites for additional offerings. 

2. Advanced Offerings: these instructional offerings go into more depth on specialized topics 

within this field or are specifically taught from a skills perspective in this field. 

3. Related Offerings: these instructional offerings are primarily focused in a separate field but are 

highly relevant to practicing attorneys in this field. 

 

 

Students Should Note the Following Information: 

1. Students should consider taking some core instructional offerings in a field before branching 

out into advanced and related offerings. Many of these core offerings are prerequisites for other 

instructional offerings and students should check the descriptions for full information. 

 

2. Instructional offerings that cover subjects that are tested on the multistate bar exam are marked 

with an “MBE.” 

 

3. Instructional offerings that cover subjects that are tested on the Florida Bar exam portion are 

marked with an “FB.” 
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TAX LAW 

Full-Time Faculty Members Include:  Donna Litman, Elena Marty-Nelson, Jani 

Maurer 
 

Core Offerings Advanced Offerings Related Offerings 

Income Tax (3 Credits) 

LAW 0701/1840 

Corporate Tax (3 Credits) 

LAW 0769/3000 

Administrative Law(3 

Credits) LAW 0695/ LAW 

0690 

 

 Estate and Gift Tax (3 

Credits) LAW 0715 

 

Estate Planning Workshop (3 

Credits) LAW 0725  

 State and Local Tax (3 

Credits) LAW 0708 

Trusts (2 Credits) LAW 0956  

(FB) 

  Wills (2 Credits) LAW 0955 

(FB) 

  Wills and Trusts (4 Credits) 

LAW 0655 (FB) 

 

https://www.law.nova.edu/faculty/full-time-faculty/litman-donna.html
https://www.law.nova.edu/faculty/administration/marty-nelson-elena.html
https://www.law.nova.edu/faculty/full-time-faculty/maurer-jani.html
https://www.law.nova.edu/faculty/full-time-faculty/maurer-jani.html

